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INVESTIGATING COMMUNITY FWOBLEMS WITH CLASSES OF

SLOW-LEARN TNG AND NON-ACADEMIC STUTIP111TS

There is a concensus of opinion among social studies educators that

a primary responsibility of public education in a democratic society is

the preparation of students for responsible, involved citizenship. Con-

sequently, educators must address themselves to the problems of identifyL

ing ways to encourage the development in students of the knowledge, skills,

and attitudes necessary for effective participation. The purpose of this

paper is to propose contemporary community problems as one approach that

might be used to this end,,and to report an investigation of a community

problem conducted by slow-learner and min-academic secondary students in

several schools in British Columbia, Canada.
1

RATIONALE

The qualities of the model citizen have been described in the

literature frequently (e.g., Crary, 1951, p. 155; Roselle, 1966). Host

often, the citizen our society professes to prize has been characterized

as being aware of his community's economic, social, and cultural problems

and in addition, as,-being committed to their resolution (CUrtis, 1977).

Furthermore, this person has usually been described as possessing decision-

making skills, manifesting a concern for the rights of,all citizens, and

being open-minded to the opinions of others (Curtis, l976, pp. 21-23).

knumber of educators concerned with the development of these .

attributes have recommended including investigations of contemporary com-

munity problems in the social studies program. Contemporary problems,
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they have argued, provide appropriate content.both for interesting students

in the affairs of their communities and for motivating students to act on

social problems (Massialas, Sprague, & Hurst,.1975, p. 15). Educators have.'

suggested also that contemporary problems provide a pedagogical milieu suit-

able for nourishing the growth of su6h personality traits as open-mindedness,

responsibility, self-direction, and cooperativeness (Molinaro, 1952; Eichert,,

1959). And the opinion has been expressed that a number of skills necessary:

for understanding issues and for dealing with community problems may best be

taught withtn'the context of community problems. Among the more commonly

\ mentioned are problem-solving and critical think ng skills, communicative -

and argumentative skills, group process skills, a_d skill in dealing with

the values related to public issues (Ballinger, 1963; Cleary, 1965; Lagana,

1972; Metcalf, 1963;.0choa & Hanson, 1972).

Research findings have provided some support for these opinions. A
(1.

reyiew of the literature revealed that the contemporary problems approach

seems to be more effective than traditional contentlok developing critical

thinking skills, research skills, and work habits, and fot involving students
1

in community affairs (Curtis, 1978, pp. 50-76).

Community Problems in Social Studies Programs

for Slow-Learners and Non-Academic Students

A few special educators have advocated the inclusion of contemporary

community problems in social studies curricula for slow-learners. In

addition to the preceding arguments, these eductors have suggested that

contemporary problems satisfy several criteria recommended for selecting

social studies content for slow-learner and non-academic programs. That

is, investigations of contemporary community problems allow the teacher to

select content that is topical, related to the students' present experiences
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andin particular, to their daily, lives, is concerned with the "here and
0

now", and is "people-centered" (Cuban, 1970; Dimitroff, 1965, p. 192;

Webster, 1966, p. 591). 'Moreover, this content can be presented with con-

crete, first-hand experiences in a learning environment that permits

active student involvement in die problem (Chernow & Chernow, 1973, p. 127;

Tate, 1971, p. 35). Turnishing-students with opportunities to interact

with commmnity resource persons may have a poSitive effect on student-self-

esteem'(Brookover, Erickson, & Joiner, 1967; Curtis, 1972). Besides being

a legitimate objective for all school programs, incrEssing self-jencept

is a particularly important objective for 'social studies instruction.

-Rosenberg's study (1962) indicated that persons with low self-tonceptS

are reluctant both to discuss or become involved in public affairs.

THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The study was designed to'address the question, What effects, if any,

would the lavestigatiOn of a contemporary problem by slow-learning and non-

academic.high sthool students have upon the following:, their interut in

contemporary,problems, their attitude toward fundamental freedoms, their

closed-mindedness, their critical thiMking skills, their self-esteem, and
%

their reading comprehension? Additional questions concerning the attitudes

of students and parents toward including community problems in the social

studies program were also considered.

leHOD ,

The Subjects

The students (N=225) were enrolled in special classes for slow- .

et?

learners am non-achievers, and in non-academie vocationally-oriented

programs in eight seccedary schools located in six school districts outside
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Vancouver. The random selection of individual students for the experi-
-.

mental and control groups could noebe accomplisned as a feature of the

research design. Because of the small number of students enrolled in

special classes, in only four of the project sChools were two olasses

available for the study. In these schools, class assignment to experi-

mental and control groups was deterMined by the toss of a coin. The ages

of the students ranged from 15 to 21 years. Mean ages for the classes

ranged frbm 15.5 to 18.3 years. A comparison of these mean ages with

mean ages for comparable grades in the academic program disclosed that

these students tended to be at least-two years older.than their peers in

. academic classes. The percentage of boys (47.1%) was not significantly

different from the percentage of girls (20%). .The communities in which -

.the project schodpg were situated varied in size and degree of urbanity,

from the Greater Vancouver region to small rural.communities in the interior

of the province.

The Program

,The problem. During the four month period of the study, students

employed an inquiry approach to investigate housing conditions,in their

communities. Housing,satisfied several criteria (e.g., Quillen & Hanna,

1948, p. 130; Gross, 1956; Otto, 1956, p. 165) suggested for selecting con-

temporary problems for classroom examination: Insufficient housing was a

problem common to most communities throughout the province; it could.be

investigated with data collected by the students in their own communities;

it was appropriate to the maturity and experiential levels of the students;

it lent itself to the use of field studies and resource persons; and, it

was a problem that the students, upon leaving school, would encounter.



The inquiry model. The decision to use inquiry as the primary

teaching mode for the investigations resulted from suggestions in the

literature (e.g. Keller, 1972, pp. 144-1454 Shiva, 1973, pp. 25-30) that

an inquiry problem-solving model was most.appropriate for investigating

.contemporary problems in the classroom. This model consisted of the

following steps:

(1) The identification and selettion of a particular
problem to be studied;

(2) The forMulation of appropriate hypotheses that
suggest reasons for the existence of the problem
and/or serve as guidelines for the inquiry;

(3) The collection of.relevant data;

(4) The analysis of the data by evaluating the
reliability of the sources, distinguishing
between fact and fiction, distinguishing among
statements of facts, opinions, and values,
and drawing inferences from facts;

(5) The acceptance, rejection, or modification of
the hypotheses.

The model was extended to include.social action by selecting steps

from the inquiry post-inquiry model described by Simon (1970). These were

as follows:

(6) 'Discussion concerning the need to take action
on the problem;

(7) The identificaiion of legitimate courses.of
'action for protesting the existence of the
problem or for suggesting possible programs
for the'remediation of the probleml

(8) The identification of the possible'consequences
of each course of actioni

(9) The taking of whatever action is considereeby
the students to be necessary and appropriatd;

(10) The evaluation of the action.



In addition to providing the students witli a logical sequence of

clearly defined Stages or steps for investigating housing in their Com-

munities, inquiry presented an appropriate setting for teaching and prac7

tieing critical thinking skills (Hunkins & Shapiro, 1967; Miklos & Miklos,

1971). Further, during the collection of the data opportunities were pro-

vided for group and committee work, and during the discussion aneevaluation

of the data opportunities were provided for argupentgand debate.

Including social acti.on in the'steps of the inquiry model reflected

current social studies philosophy (e4., Citizenship Objectives for the

1974-75 Assessment, 1972, pp: 24-29; Newman,..1975; Newnan, Bertocci, &

Landsness, 1977; NCSS Ad Hoc'Committee on Social Studies Guidelines, 1979).

Generally, educators advocating social action activities in the social

studies program have contended that the knowledge, skills,.and attitudes

necessary for.ational, effective participation are best Aaveloped through

programs that provide students with opportunities to take action on problems--

should they dede to do so (Gillespie & Malinger, 1972; Ochoa & Manson,

1972).

Student inquiry was designed to address the following questions: Is

there a bousing problem in your community? lamt are the factors that fiffect

the cost of housing? What can be done to lower the cost of housing? What

can be done,to provide adequate rental accommodations? (And, concurrently,

What.are the rights and responsibilities of renters ahd owners?), and What

are appropriate methods for taking action in a democratic society?

Materia1s. Field stuclies and interviews with community resource

persons were important sources of informatiam for the investigation. To

complement the data collected in the'local community, students were pre-

sented with a wide variety of readings. These included articles, editorials,
. .
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letters to theseaitor, advertisements,.and "Action Line" requests published

in the Vancouver SU?: and the Vancouver Fovinde; speeches from Bansard (for
.

British Columbia), provincial and municipal government reports, newsletters,

and bills; magazines such as MUclean's,fleader's Digest, Time, and Better

Homes and Gardens; and publications from real estate companies, financial

inititutions, and unions.

Student investigations: Introductory Zessons. The purpose of the

introductory lessons-:-which were the same :for all classes--was to aroase

interest in the problem and to raise questions abimit thavadequacy of housing

facilities in the students' communities. During these lessons, students Y

o' viewed a number of slides of a representative sample of the hoUses for sale

in Vancouver during August, 1974. ,Data sheets containing newspaper des-
.

criptions and listing the monthly mortgage and tax paymenti for each house

were used by the students to estimate .the ardount of money needed to live

in the house, once a down payment of 25% had been made. A table of family

incotdes was.used to determine percentages of'Canadian families with incomes

adequate to live in the houses. In each class, students expressed surprise

atthe high costs of the houses and at the small percentage of families with

incomes. large enough to purchase them; but, they insisted that hOuses were

much less expensive in their communities. The state of the rental market

° in Vancouver was presented in the same manner. Again, students expressed

the opinion that high prices were not typical of their communities.

These Opinioni provided the motivation for similar surveys of housing

by students in the project communities. Lists of houses for sale and for

rent were developed from descriptions inlocal newspapers. Interest amor-

tization tables and municipal property tax records were used to estimate

the expenses involved in purchasing individual houses. Levels of income

necessary to live in the houses were also estimated.



1.

This general survey of housing was followed hy an exercise intended

to engage the studenti in the problem by having them assume the roles of

. young marrieds seeking housing aCcommodations. In preparation for this,
A

students completed employment forms on which were listed possible jobs they

might have several years ifter leaving scho*. Salaries and wage rates for

each job were located in tables furnished by Statistics Canada. Using lists--

. developed from local newspapers or soliCited from real estate offices--of

houses, condominiums, and apartments for sale or for rent, students left

their classrooms and,attempted to locate accomodations suitable for.young

families living on incomes similar to those they might expeCt to have after

. having worked for several yeafs: Criteria suggested in several real estate

b

.brochures were applied to evaluate the quality of the housing. In only one

community were some students able to find housing (in thi3 instance, rental

apartments)

- Upon

of letters

from Royal

J

that they believed would be satisfactory.

their return to the classroom, students were presented with copies

to the editor, newsplyer and magazine articles, and selections )

Commission Reports and government briefs describing people who

were, or had been at one time, experiencing difficulties finding.adequate

housing. Working in small groups, students identified the types of people

involved and the reasons for their problems. Studies.were conducted to

ascertain whether similar problems existed in the project communities. Dur-
.

ing this part of the study, students investigated the hypothesis, Thete is

a housing problem in oUr community. The collection of,materials relating

to this hypothesis necessitated visits to the municipalhall, welfare .

agencies, apartmcpt managers, and local citizen groups. In each class,

students concluded that a lack of suitable housing for many people was a

major problem in their community.
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Expanding the investigatione. Followiag the acceptance of the

initial hypothesis, artigles, brochures from private interest gronps, and

selections from B.C. Hansard identifying factors-alleged to affect the cost.

of housing were given to the"students. These were followed by additional
A A

readings describing ways to reduce the costs ochousing (e.g., using materials

such as.cement aneAteel) and suggesting alternatives to triditional housing

(e.g., mobile homes Snd condominiums). Aiypotheses.developed and investigat-

edoduring this.part of the study described ways to make more.and cheaper

housing available in the project communities. These'hypotheses fbrmed the

-

basis for additional community research involving interviews with local

politicians, developers, manlagers of murtgage.departments of banks, trust,

and finance companies, representatives of trade unions, real,estae dealers, .

and operators of mobile home parks.

Two sets of critical thinking lessons were incorpOiated into the study

as the students examined the,preceding hypotheses. The first set was dev-

eloped around the analysis of a tape.of a "hot-line" broadcast pertaining,

to housing in the Vahcouver area. A work sheet required students to identify,

wea.gh, and evaluate'the,arguments of both the interviewer and'interviewee,

to search out words and phrases.that were etotionally basedto aefine_terms

in arguments,.to locate irrelevant questions and comments, and to evaluate.

analogies. The second Set Consisted of the examination.o. a comic book

about housing. The assignment included.questions that'had the students locate

evidence of the cartoonist's bias, to identify his point of view, to evaluate

his arguments, ana to locate relevant data from the class materials to test

his arguments. Thereafter, when presented with data, students were encouraged

to note the source of the information and suggest the person's or group'p

frame'of reference, and to search the material for e4idence of bias, ambiguity,

s.
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and contradiction:* Additionally,,they were to judge the,authoritativeness

Of the data and the validity of the arguments ptesented.

Renting would probably be the concern of most students on leaving

school. Thereforei several Materials relgting to renting-were given to

students to familiarize them with recent rentUnlegislation and to encourage

an in=depth study of the rental Market in each community. TheSe materials

included copies of the Department of housing Att,(NoVember 7, 1973)'and the

4
Landlord and Tenant Act (June.20, 1974), Selections from Hansard, and news-

paper and magazine articles. Interviews with renters, hpartment agners and

managerewere.conducted\ai additional sources of information. The primary
, ..

question investigated during this phase of,the study was concerned withr,ways

of providing more rentali. Secondary questions dealt with rent controls Fnd
- )

the rightis and responsibilities
a

renters and owners.

4

.What (Amid be done? When the investigations were cirpleted, students

.

Were asked to describe their opinions. ok:the housing probleM. This required

%I.
that they address themselves t6 questions relating to the proyisioh of"
adequate.housing and to the Zegree that they belteved.adequate2housing is

a basic right of dlliCanadians. *ibis exercise was folidWed bY a slide-tape
A

/

presentation describing several fami,lies- who-were experiencing a liousing

,

problem. The case studies were developea,from situations either described
.

. .

,
. .

.
.

in articles .and letters published in Vancouver newspilers or personally
.- ,

known.to the author.° Using the values-analysis strat4gy suggested by Metcalf

(197l),. teachers assisck.itudents to identify the vhlue Principles :f.mplied

within their statements of what should be done. Students'tested their

acceptance orthe principles by applying them to new mses. Briefly,`the

vigLettes (on tape) accompanying.the pictures'iconsisted of,the following

problems:

1
4.

C.



(1) Young, working couple living in substandard housing
accommodation. Eusband's criminal record and
inadequate education inhibit the probqbility of their
incleasing their standard of living.

(2) Nineteen year old, unmarried woman, the mother of a
young pre-school child. On welfare and forced to
live in a small, second-floor apartment in a squalid
section of the city.

( ) Young, pregnant widow with three pre-school children
. who, following the accidental death of her husband,
is considering the sale of h-r attr$ctive suburban
home. .

\.,

(4) Urge family of middle-aged-taxi-driveels.forced-te
vacate rentpd house upon expiration of lease.

(5) Middle-aged couple unable to maintain,the mortgage
payments on their modest suburban home when husband

-is forced to retire following a heart.attack.
7

, (6) Elderly couple in early 70's. Husband has no pension,
and continues to work years after regular retirement
age for below average.wage in the garment industry. -

..Property taxes and repairs threaten loss of house.
-

(7) Swamper-driver refuses to'work and insists on change
of job following back injury alleged to have occurred
whileunloading truck. The family's financial
resources are exhausted and mortgage payments are in
$rrears.

In.small groups, students selected two-or three cases and attempted

to determine what would happen to the people in the vignettes if they lived

in the studenk:s'

welfare agencies,

and counselors at

communities. This exercise required studenfs to contact

mortgage officers; municipal clerks in the tax department,

the Workmen's Compensation Boarde Whenthis information

was determined, students' opinions about what should happen to the people

were solicited. This resulted in some students modifying their earlier

xpinions.about housing.
I)

Social action. At the time that the housing investigations were

concluding, a group of AIM supported Indians established an armed blockade

3
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on Rn interiorALC. highway to protest what they insisted were deplorable

housing conditios on their reservations. This event furnished'the basis

of a series of lessons on social action.. Discussion centered on whether

this action sLould have been taken, its legality, its violation of the

rights of others, and its possible consequences. Additional materials

consisted of articles selected from recent issues of local neOspapers that

described protests by a variety of individuals and groups. These protests

included such forms as writing lettefs to the editors of newspapers, sub-
,

mitting complaints to action-lines; picketing, refusing to move when lease

was terminated withoutproper cause, holding protest meetings, and marching,

on city hall. Telephoning radio hot-line moderators and writing to members

of the provincial Legislative Assembly and the fedetal Parliament were also

discussed. Social action by-project students was noted in one class when, 8

following an examination of their community's facilities for elderly paisons,

a letter was written to the Minister of Human Rettources urging the.sonstruc-
,

tion of additional nursing homes. In seVeral other classes, students pre.7

sented the data they had collected and argued the need for adequate housing

during interviews with municipal nfficials and their local M.L.A.

Program summary. Table 1 contains a summary 0f the treatment program.

Although the sequence of activities was the same for all experimental classes,

the number of:periods required for some activities varied.

TABLE 1: Suggested Period Organization and Sequence qf Activities

PART PERIOD(S) ' CONTENT

1

2

Dose a houeing problem exist in students'
community?

Introduction, pictures of houses for sale in
Vancouver.
Who can afford to buy the houses?

14



TABLE 1 (coned)

PART PERIOD(S) CONTENT

II

3 Pictures of houses for rent in Vancouver.
4 Who can afford to rent the houses?
5-6 Develop hypothesis. Discuss: (a) When does

the existence of certain conditions become a
problem? (b) What criteria will be used to
judge "adequate" housing?

7 Introduction to "Classified Section" of local
newspaper. Locate addresses of (a) houses
and condominiums for sale, (b) houses and
apartments for rent. ,

_ 8 - Employment information sheet.
9 Preparatimfor community research. .

10-13' Students locate, and photograph appropriate
selection'from 7a and lb.

14-16 , Prepare'data sheets on above, include taxes
on houses for sale (visit/telephone city hall).

17 Mount.pictures and 'discuss.
18 Introduction to various kinds of data: (a)

newspapers, (b) magazines, (0, B.C, Hansard,
(d) goyernment reports..

19-20 Groups summarize content of, several\siterials
e.g., identify the person or' group.having
problem, determine reason or reasons why they
are encountering difficulty finding suitable
.housing. . .

21 Discuss methods of ascertaining whether'similar
persons or groups are experiencing difficulty .
in students' community.

22-.23 Students attempt to aiwer questions posed in
21.

24 Report findings to class.
25 Conclusion: accept, reject, or modify the

hypothesis.
26 Preliminary discussion of housing "needs"/

"rights".

What afffects the cost df housing?
-

27-28 Critical thinking lesson: analybis of tape of
"hot-line" radio broadcast.

29 Establish criteria to be used for.critical
analysis.of data.

30Y-32 Costs involved in the construction of houses,
factors that.affect selling price.

33 Analysis of reading materials, discussion of :

such factoa as wages to tradesmen, costs of
materials, taxes on materials, price of land,
cost of money.

15
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TABLE 1 (cont'd)

it

PART PERIOD(S) CONTENT

III

IV

'1

V

33-35 Critical.thinking lesson: analysis of comic
book They Build Houses, Don't Thel?

What can be done to lower the -coat 'of housing?

36-38 Analysis of reading materiali.
.39 Group discussion of suggestions contained

within readings.
40 Preparation of questions to be asked of dom-

munity resource.people.
41 Development of hypothesis to guide investiga-

tion.
,42-43 Planning for community research: trips,

interviews...
44-50 Communitz research.

Discussion and summarization of research.
53 Discussion of hypothesis.

What can be done to provide more rentals? What
are the rights and responsibilities of renters
and owners?

54-56 "Landlord and Tenant Act".
57 Rights and responsibilities of renters and

owners.
58-60 Ways of providing adequate rental accommodations;

selections from B.C. Hansard, newspapers, maga-
zines.

61 Community research: interviews with apartment"
dwellers and managers.

62 Conclusions, discussion.

Is adequate housing a right for aZZ Canadians?

63 Students prepare stafement describing housing
needs and rights.

64 Slide/tape presentation of persons'having
housing.problems.

65 Groups select several cases for examination.
66-67 Students prepare answers to the following

questions: ,What is available for each family
in students' community? What would happen if
family lived in students' community?

68-69 Students Ptest" values statement (63) by,dis-
cussing how the hour:ling needs of the families

'described in the slideitape.presentation should
be met.;

70 Students rewrite their statement of their
position on housing if considered necessary.
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'TABLE 1 (cont'd)

a

PART PERIOD(S) . CONTENT

V1 ibtat can a citizen do? (Social Action)

71 . Discussion of the need for citizen involvement
in a democratic society..

72-73 Ways in which people have recently protested
the housing problem in British Columbii; news- ,

14
paper.and magazine articles.
Discw!sion of each of the above.(72-73); Wasi,
the method for protesting legal' or illegal?
What were the consequences on the people taking,
part? What effect did their action have upon
the problem?

Students discuss actions they might take (on,
tile housing problem in theii community) and the
possible consequinces'of

Yhat is housing Zike in other countriee'(Made
.avsilable to students who completed ssiignments
ahead of classmates.)

Various , Development of'hypothesis to guide investigation
periods Canada is not alsone in having a housing
throughr .problem. The housing,problem in Canada is not
out study 'as severe as elsewhere.); Jrticles.(partiCularly

Irom magazines).describing coaditions in'other
countries; worksheetr-conparison of housing in
other countries, with that in Canada.

-75-76 .

THE HYPOTHESIS
ft

Research hypothesis based on teaching strategies ,(developed from

research reports and other writtngs)included in the treatment program pre-

dicted significant increases for the experimental students in the following:

interest in the problem studied, critical thinking, Self-esteem, and reading

,

,lomprehension. A significant decrease in closed-mindedness was hypotfiesized.

, The instrument used to assess attitude toward fundamental freedoms was ad-.

ministered as a posttest only andtherefore, the hypotheiis predicted only

significantly greater scores for the-experimental group. Brieldescriptions
I)

of the teaching strategies are given in Table 2.
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TABLE 2: Strategies Employed in the Study

egINIIII0

STRATEGY PREDICTED EFFECT

'The study of a comtemporary
community problem.

2. The teaching of specific critical
thinking skills; the use of con-
troversial materials; the encour-
sgement of diverse points of view;
the free discussion of ideas; the
use_of_the inquiry mode.

3. The provision of studies designed
to challenge academic abilities,
the achievement of successful
acadelic eitperiences; contacts
with community resource persons
through a widt.variety "of field
trips.

The provision.pf numerous readings;.
,the development of a significant
'reason for reading; the use of
relevant reading materials that
contiin higkinterest content and.
are condisely vfritten.

5. Theexamination of 4 significant
social isiue.;,the discussion of
civil rights as related to aspects
of housing.

,

The free etschange of ideas; the
objective evaluation of data; the.
use of materials rcflecting con-.
flicting points of view; the

-encouragement of a variety of
opinions; the discouragement of
premature closure on social prob-
lems.

Increased interest in and
inOwledge of community prob-
lems (Cruickshank & Johnson,
1967, pp. 220-221; Shelton,

p. 197).

Increased critical
skills (Henderson,
Kemp; 11631 Starr,
43-44).

thinking
1950;

1963, ppv
wrote'

Increased'self-esteem (Cooper-
A smith & Silverman, 1969;'

Williams & Cole,'1968;' Maehr,
Mensing, & Nafzger, 1962;
Vaughan, 1964). 1

V

Increased reading comprehension
skIlls (Johnson, 1963; p. 209;
Tansley & Gulliford, 1965, pp.
140-141; Weber, 1974, pp. 80-81).

Increased awareness and accep-
tance of futidamental freedoms

(Douglas,-1966; Jackson, 1968).

Decreasein closed -thindednesd
(Kemp, 1963; 1963).

The ControZ Claeeee

During the period of the`housing study, students in the four control'

.classes wefe taught the regular studies courses.froi the Provincial curriculum ,

8



guide. In classes 1 and 2, instruction consisted of a chapter by chapter

study of a textbook on urbanization in Canada. In both control classes,

questions that required students to locate facts, identify main.ideas, and

reaChconclusionswere Assigned for. each chapter. Additionally, students in

these classes completed a major project--in most gases, a model or a diagrait,

illustrating some aspect of urbanization. In class. 3, social studies instruc-

s**

tion centered on a chronological atd of Canadian history. During the'

several months required by the experimental students for the housing project,

-the control students progressed in their study from New France, through the
,

.BritiSh-C6h4dint-and-die-establishment of Upper and Lower Canada,,to the

British'North America Act of 1867. In,addition to class discussions, learning

experiences included answering questions (similar-to

for each chapter of the textbook. This approach was

The students in this class studied industrialization'

the European Common.Market.

Design and Instrumentation
P

these mentioned above)

used'also in class 4.

.in-the-Seviet Union and

'J

Two research designs were,utilized: In school districts,where cow-

parable 4asse8 of. students Were available for the.study, the noneiuivalent

control group design was employed; districts where single classes only

; existed
f
the one-group pretest-pos test design was used. The data collected

using the latter design vere consi ered as replication research to substantiate

findings,from the nonequivalent control group design."

The formal assignment program consisted Of the pretest and posttest

2
adminiStrations of the Newspaper 'Headlines Test- (as a'rneasure of interest

in social issues), the,Dogmatism Scale (Rokeach, 1960), the Cornell Critical

Thinking Test
3

, the Self-Esteem Inventory (Coopersmith, 1976), and the

-7" 4
Reading Comprehension Subtests of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests . The

.3
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The Assessment also included the posttest administration of the Freedoms

Scale
5
, as a measure of attitude toward fundamental rights.

ANALYSIS

Two-way classification analysis cd covariance with the data arranged

according to treatment and geographic location.,,and with IQ and pretest

scores as covariates, was the basic analysis,used for the data from the

AR nonequivalent control group design. The general liest squares solution for

unequal-sized groups was used, as recommended by Winer (1971 p. 498). The

t test for cdrrelated data was used to test pretest-posttest differences
r'

for the data collected from the one-gkoup pretest-posttest design.

RESULTS

_ !

The findings of the.study (which were consistentIor males and females

and for Students frOm diffeient school districts) were:

1. Significant F-ratios, in favor of the experimental students,were

found for the differences between the adjusted'mean posttest.scores on the

experimental and control groups in the nonequivalent:,control group design on

, the Newspaper Headlines Test (p <.01), the Dogmatism Scale (p .01), the

Cornell Critical.Thinking Test (p (.01), and the Self-Esteem Inventory-

1

(I) V.05).
.

2. Significant t values were determined for the differences between

the pretest and posttest mean scores .of the students in the one-group

pretest-posttest design on the NeWspaper Headlines Test (pc .01) o.,the

Dogmatism:Scale (p( .01), the:Cornell Critical'Thinking Test (p< .01), and

the Self-Esteem Inventory (p

3. In two of the four schools included in the nonequivalent control

group desigri,.the adjusted aean potttest scores of the experimental classes



A

on the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Twit were significantly greater (p < ;OS) than

the scores for their respective control groups. The posttest mean scores on

this instrument for three of the four classes included in the one-group

pretest-posttest design were signifizantly greater (p4:..05) than their pre-

test mean scores.

4. There w s no significant difference between the adjusted mean

posttest scores f the experimental and control groups in the nonequivalent

control group d sign on the Freedoms Scale: -

Other Data

Interviewti wereconducted with students and questiorinaires were dis-

tributed to students and parents following the completion of the housing

:study. The collection of.these data was designed toaSsess students' and

'parents' attitudei toward including community.ptOblems in the social studies

program. Furthermore, answers were sought to questions pertaining to the

selection of problems for investigation, classroom organigation 'during
. .

investigations, appropriate retiource material's, and suitable lehgths of

time for examining problems.

The following statements summarize students''replies to the items

of the questionnaire and students' responses to questions during-the

interviews.

1. , All students agreed that community problems should

. beoincluded-tn the social-studies.program. The
N.,

11.

'N\N host frequently mentioned reason for this opinion

NWas centered on the argument that schools are
N.

respdnkible for preparing students to deal with the

kinds of problems they would encounter on leaving
NN

6,

school.

'
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2. Students indicated that their int, rest in and

awareness of contemporary community problems

increased, greatly during the period of the

housing study.

3. Most students stated that they preferred to

work in small groups on problems they

identified, rather than as a class on probe-

lems selected(by the teacher.

4. Newspapers, pamphlets, and magazines were
,

. /

-considered- the-most-usef-u1-4ea4ing--,

materials Tor investigating a,contemporary

problem.

5. Seventy-five i)er cent of the students%

suggested that periods lasting from two

Months or more should be Oyote4,.to the'

inveitigation of single problems..

.1

The items on the parents' questionnaires asked them, to state whether

their son or daughter,had diicussed thehousing study at home, and,.addition-

ally, to indiCate their agreement-or disagreement with including contemporary,
.1

'

problems in the,social 'studies curricula. Of the 49 parents6 who responded,.

"90% (N = 44) stated that the housing study had been discussed at_homeMari-- ,__ ________ ___._

over., 94% (N = 46) signified support for including contemporary problems in
.,

the currieultm

22
2

Rip
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CONCLUSIONS

An important conclusion resulting from this study is ealt students

in slow-learner and non-academic secondary.programs can conduct rather

sophisticated studies into the problems of the local community. Additionally,

field studies and interviews with community resource persons are appropriate

o'sources of.data for such studies. Other sourees of data are reading materials

not customarily used in non-academic social studies programs.

A second conclusion resulting from the findings of the study is that

the investigation of a contemporary.comMunity,problem provides a suitable

%pedagogical environment in non-actidemic secondary classes!ar, developing

certain citizenship-related,variables such as'knowledge of and interest.in

-contemporary community'problems, critical thinking skills, reading comprehen-

sion, open-mindedness, and self-concept.
I

third conclusion pertains to students' and parents' attitudes toward

including investigations of community problems in sociat.studies progroms.

It is probable that students will manifest a favorable attitude toward such

investigations, and they are likely to discUss'the problem being.examined

with their parents,at home. Furthermore, parental support for'studies,of.

contmporary community problems can be anticipated.

These conclusions have severalAmplicationa-for-the-development-o_

social studies curricula for non-academic programs. A mafor implication

_

resulting from the conclusion that slow-learning and non-academic secondary

students can engage in more sophisticated studies than those commonly des-

-cribed in many social studies curriculum guided is that sOcial studies

courses for these students should*not be limited to simplified content

.selected from academic programs. A viable alternative to these *modified
.

----Courses may.be found in investigations.of contraversial community problems.



A second implication relating to curriculum is closely associated

with the foregoing, and is concerned both with the present emphasis on

vocational preparation as a predominent objective of non-academie social

studies programa and with the current trend toward eeducing the amount of

"academic" content_in zpecial education programs by including extensive

periods of work experience. Implicit within these conditions seems to be

the opinion of soMe special educators that only limited goals for social'

studies instruction are attainable by non-apademic students and that to

provide instruction beyond a certain level and at the expense of the.

"practical"_Aspects of thP speciateducation program_is_mo,t-goodTpedagogy,

The present study, however, has shown 'that a social studies program teatur-

inuthe investigation of a community problem is appropriate for affecting

the development of particular citizenship characteristics. An important

iMplication is, therefore, that a carefully planned social studies program

that encourages the investigation Of eUrrent community problema is a jus-,

tifiable enterprise with students in-apecial classet and deserved the con:-

sideration of Curriculum developers 'writing programs.for these students.

Another Implication is concerSed.with materiels available for use in'

i.

non-academic social studies classed. Modified textbooks and'stwliffilkL_____

weeki tabloids are presently the usual fare.in many secondary programs.

The present study strongly suggests that when adequately motivated, slow-

learners and non-acadeMic dtudents can respond to a variety, of rather

sophisticated source materials. Therefore, materials which for the most-

part have been considered inappropriate might, if.judisiously-selected and

presented, supplem#nt or suPplant the standard,materials.in non-academic

social studies programs.

>
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FOOTNOTES

1
Funding for the project was provided by the EducationalAtesearchinstitute
of British- Columbia (ERIK Grant No. 74).

-

2
The format for this test was provided by Oliver and Shaver (1966, pp; 282-284).

3
R.H. Ennis and J. Millman, The Critical_Thinking Project, University of
Illinois, Urbana.

1

4
Teachers College Press, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York.

5
Developed.by the author fel- the study.

6'Addresses were not available for some students, particularly those students

4 living in group or foiter homes. Six letters were returned-hafted "no:Sucb

siddress." It is probable lhat to more than 115 parents 'Would _have received

the questionnaires.

r

t,
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